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President Deborah Debnam, and HEA’s Board of Directors
Homer Electric Association
3977 Lake Street
Homer, Alaska 99603

August 24, 2011

RE: Cancelling HEA’s Grant Lake/Creek Hydroelectric Dam and Diversion Project
FERC Dockets P-13212, P-13211
Dear President Debnam and HEA Directors,
The Homer Electric Association (HEA) Board’s upcoming decision concerning whether
to request the Alaska Energy Authority (AEA) to provide partial construction funding (up
to $4 million) for HEA’s conceptual Grant Lake/Creek hydroelectric dam and diversion
project is more fundamentally a decision about whether to even continue pursuing the
project.
While HEA’s leadership in the exploration of renewable energy projects is both
recognized and much appreciated, for the reasons detailed below, the HEA Board
should very responsibly take advantage of its August 25, 2011 board meeting to cancel
the Grant Lake/Creek hydroelectric project.
PROJECT NOT REQUIRED TO MEET HEA ELECTRICAL DEMAND
In its September 2008 request to AEA for Grant Lake/Creek project funding, HEA
management stated that to meet the present and future electrical demand of its service
area members, it was seeking to double its electrical generating capacity from 50 MW to
100 MW. Currently, HEA claims to need 110 MW of electrical generating capacity. HEA

has recently taken very significant steps to implement its “Independent Light” project
strategy, which when completed will provide HEA with the capacity to generate
approximately 206 MW of electrical power (individual facility electrical generation
capacities listed in the table below).
HEA Electrical Generation Asset
Bernice Lake Power Plant
Nikiski Power Plant with Steam Turbine Addition
Soldotna Aero Derivative Gas Turbine Power Plant
HEA Share Bradley Lake Hydropower Dam

HEA Gen. Capacity (MW)
69 MW
77 MW
49 MW
11 MW
Total = 206 MW

Beginning in 2014, HEA will be able to generate and distribute almost twice the present
and projected electrical power needs of its cooperative membership – the approximate
2 MW of actual power that might be generated from the Grant Lake/Creek project would
represent less than 1% of HEA’s total generating capacity. Also, beginning in 2014,
since it will no longer be purchasing power under contract from Chugach Electric
Association, HEA will be free to purchase power from other large-scale energy projects,
and it will continue to share in the benefits of all large-scale rail-belt energy projects that
will be developed in the future. Simply put, the Grant Lake/Creek project is not
necessary, would be a waste of public money, and would result in an unnecessary
degradation of public resources already fully allocated and enjoyed for entirely nonpower related uses and purposes.
PROJECT NOT ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE
HEA estimates the capital construction cost of the project to be approximately $30
million – this is about two and a half times more cost per MW of installed capacity than
that of three comparable hydroelectric projects located elsewhere in Alaska – the same
projects HEA most often cites in its public presentations.
HEA has estimated the project will save approximately $41 million in avoided fuel costs
over 50 years. However, using AEA methodology, the project’s estimated annual
operating and maintenance (O&M) costs alone will exceed avoided fuel costs – O&M
costs for the project are estimated at approximately $1 million annually or $50 million
over a 50-year period (3% of HEA’s estimated $30 million capital construction cost).
The project was originally envisioned as a 5 - 7 MW facility involving a 10-foot dam,
utilizing all of the flow from the Falls Creek drainage, and with generating operations
utilizing up to 34 feet of reservoir fluctuation – The project is currently planned as a 5

MW facility (4 MW and a 1 MW generators) involving a 2-foot dam (if a dam is used at
all), no water from Falls Creek, and generating operations utilizing up to no more than
13 feet of reservoir fluctuation – HEA is also considering a project with no dam and no
reservoir fluctuation above natural lake level. HEA concedes that the facility would on
the average operate at only 45% of plant capacity. None of HEA’s project designs (or
generation output estimates) consider in-stream flow requirements (reductions in the
amount of water available to generate electricity) that will undoubtedly be contained in
any project authorizations, permits or in the conditions of a federal hydropower license.
It is possible, for example, that the Forest Service (with its 4(e) “mandatory conditioning”
authority under the Federal Power Act), might require HEA to maintain reservoir levels
that do not exceed the limits of natural lake level fluctuations. In short, Grant
Lake/Creek is at best a seasonal project that would likely not generate, on average, any
more than 2 MW of electrical power during its few months of seasonal operation.
HEA’s former business partners, (Native Regional Corporation CIRI, and French Energy
Company enXco) left the Kenai Hydro LLC partnership and abandoned the project
because they recognized (and publically stated) it was both publically unacceptable and
economically infeasible.
Comparable hydroelectric projects elsewhere in Alaska are in large measure
economical because they replace diesel generated electrical power ranging in cost from
$.35/Kwh to as much as $.75/Kwh. In HEA’s service area (and in the remainder of the
rail-belt), the bulk of electricity is produced from natural gas at considerably less cost.
*Please see Appendix A – Financial Feasibility Analysis of Grant Lake/Creek Project –
Cooney letter to HEA and AEEC Boards.
“SPINNING RESERVE” REQUIREMENT NOT A PROJECT JUSTIFICATION
HEA management (Mike Salzetti, Brad Zubeck and Brad Janorschke) has variously
maintained that the Grant Lake/Creek project is necessary as a source of HEA’s
required “spinning reserves.”
However, statements recently made by HEA General Manager Brad Janorschke
indicate the project is not needed for this purpose, “…the majority of HEA’s power
needs under Independent Light will be met by the operation of the Nikiski plant (80
megawatts when completed in the fall of 2012) and HEA’s share of Bradley Lake
hydroelectric power (11 megawatts). The Bernice Lake Power Plant and the single
turbine now planned for Soldotna will be used to provide peaking and reserve power to
ensure a high level of reliability on the HEA system.” Obviously, the generating assets

named and described by Janorschke (118 MW) will provide HEA with ample spinning
reserve generation capacity.
Finally, a statement contained in HEA’s most recent and revised Grant Lake/Creek
project description filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
concedes that the need for the Grant Lake/Creek dam to provide spinning reserve
power would be a “rare instance”.
FERC PRELIMINARY PERMIT WILL EXPIRE PRIOR TO PROJECT LICENSE
HEA management has consistently over-estimating its own ability to manage the project
competently and on schedule (while simultaneously under-estimating public opposition
and resolve to prevent the project). HEA’s lack of effective project management
combined with significant public opposition has delayed the project to the point that the
project remains at a very speculative and conceptual stage, and the FERC issued
Preliminary Permit for the project will expire before a license application can be filed
(much less a license be granted) for the project. As a result, it is possible that another
entity could obtain the priority rights to license and develop the project.
FEDERAL HYDROPOWER PROJECT LICENSE NOT GUARANTEED TO HEA
HEA cannot utilize capital funds to construct the project until it obtains a federal
hydropower license authorizing the project – because there is no certainty that such a
license will ever be issued, to HEA or any other entity, it is premature to award
construction funding for the project. It would be extremely imprudent for the State (AEA)
to provide construction funding at this time given it has absolutely no authority to
ultimately authorize construction of the project.
HEA NOT A GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION COOPERATIVE
Technically, HEA is not a Generation and Transmission Cooperative, and as a
Distribution Cooperative it lacks the authority to construct an electrical generation
facility.
MORE RESPONSIBLE PROJECT ALTERNATIVES EXIST
Construction of the Battle Creek addition to the existing Bradley Lake Dam is a
preferable alternative to the Grant Lake/Creek project for several reasons; project
studies are being at least partially funded and conducted by the State of Alaska and
project costs will be shared among the participating rail-belt utilities, it would avoid
impacts to the Kenai River, it would improve the under-utilized generation capacity of
the existing Bradley Lake hydropower facility, it would not require a new federal
hydropower license, but only an amendment to the existing license, and it would directly
supply HEA members with new renewable power using existing transmission

infrastructure and under an existing agreement sanctioned by the RCA. According to
figures offered by AEA, even a conservative diversion of Battle Creek’s flow into Bradley
lake could allow the facility to annually produce about enough new, renewable electricity
to power the entire City of Homer every year.
As another alternative to the Grant Lake/Creek project, HEA is encouraged to continue
its collaborative pursuit of the ORPC East Foreland Tidal Energy Project.
Finally, in its efforts to achieve 22% of its generation by renewable means by 2018,
HEA should more effectively promote (and reward) conservation strategies and
measures to its membership – If HEA’s cooperative members could save a minimum of
2 MW annually through conservation measures, HEA would have a achieved the same
renewable (HEA lists energy conservation as a component of its renewable portfolio)
result of having constructed the Grant Lake/Creek project, but without having spent the
money (in excess of $80 million or more in construction, operation and maintenance
costs over the typical term of a federal hydropower license) or caused any of the
adverse environmental effects of that project, particularly to local communities and to
the fisheries of the Kenai River.
PROJECT IS CONTRARY TO ESTABLISHED PUBLIC POLICY
The Grant/Falls hydropower dams are also contrary to the vast body of protective and
progressive public policy established around the Kenai River and its tributaries.
Provisions of the Chugach Forest Plan, the Kenai Area Plan and the Kenai River
Comprehensive Management Plan express clear policy intent that, at a very minimum,
strongly discourages any new hydropower dams in the Kenai River watershed.
Residents of the Kenai Peninsula and South-central Alaska will not soon forget that the
Cooper Lake hydropower dam caused the extinction of Cooper Creek’s pacific salmon
stocks and destroyed what was once one of the best rainbow trout fisheries in Alaska.
PROJECT IS VASTLY CONTROVERSIAL AND NOT SUPPORTED BY THE PUBLIC
Without performing any investigation into community attitudes or levels of public support
for the project, AEA recognized the project would be controversial and so originally
awarded the project a score of 2 out of 5 points for local support.
When applying for project grant funding in 2008, HEA failed to list a single “public
benefit” on its application to AEA.
A citizen petition circulated in opposition to the project demonstrated that the public is
opposed to the project. *Please see Appendix B – Citizen Petition

Public testimony (over 50 individuals testified) during the 2010 FERC Early Scoping
Meeting held in Moose Pass, Alaska was over 96% in opposition to the project. *Please
see Appendix C – Example of Public Testimony: FERC Early Scoping Meeting.
The project was controversial enough, and opposed by a large enough segment of the
public that during 2010, the Kenai Peninsula Borough Mayor introduced a resolution
against the project. *Please see Appendix D – public comments in support of KPB
Resolution 2010-057 opposing the Grant Lake/Creek Hydroelectric Project.
OPPORTUNITY FOR HEA TO FULLFIL ITS ETHICS POLICY
It is generally and widely accepted that conventional hydropower projects cause the
greatest amount of negative environmental effects per MW of installed capacity of any
of the renewable energy technologies. By cancelling the project, HEA’s management
and Directors will have taken the very positive steps of honoring the public process, and
upholding their ethical responsibility to “Commit to being good environmental stewards
and working to conserve natural resources”, and to uphold HEA’s corporate goal of
providing, “Dedicated stewardship in the management of all the resources entrusted to
our care with sensitivity to the environment.”
Sincerely,
Mike Cooney
CC: Alan Bute, HEA Director
Richard Waisanen, HEA Director
Jim Levine, HEA Director
Kelly Bookey, HEA Director
Bill Fry, HEA Director
Bill Warren, HEA Director
Ed Oberts, HEA Director
Mike Wiley, HEA Director
Kimberly D. Bose, FERC
Sara Fischer-Goad, AEA
Mike O’Meara, HEA Members Forum
Redoubt Reporter
Mudflats
Shannyn Moore, Just a Girl From Homer

Appendix A – Financial Feasibility Analysis of Grant Lake/Creek Project – Cooney letter
to HEA and AEEC Boards.
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President William Fry, and AEEC’s Board of Directors
Alaska Energy and Electrical Cooperative
3977 Lake Street
Homer, Alaska 99603
and
President Deborah Debnam, and HEA’s Board of Directors
Homer Electric Association
3977 Lake Street
Homer, Alaska 99603

August 16, 2010

RE: HEA’s Grant Lake/Creek Hydroelectric Dam and Diversion Project
FERC Dockets P-13212, P-13211
Dear President Fry and President Debnam,
As a member-owned electrical cooperative regulated by the State of Alaska, HEA’s
main mission would seem to be to supply reliable electricity to member-ratepayers
within its service area at reasonable cost and within an open and democratic decisionmaking process that significantly involves the membership. HEA has publicly stated that
it wants to responsibly provide its members with “green” renewable power.
Unfortunately, HEA has not provided any information to credibly demonstrate that its
continued pursuit of the Grant Lake/Creek hydropower dam and diversion project will
accomplish any of these goals, but in fact, there is plenty of information to suggest
continued pursuit of the project is not “green”, is not in the overall interests of HEA
members, and additionally could place HEA ratepayers at considerable economic risk,
even (or perhaps especially) in the event the project is ever licensed and constructed.

First, given the existing regulatory structure and the existing transmission infrastructure
on the Kenai Peninsula, even if the project is licensed, constructed and operated, there
appears to be no simple or routine process to dispatch power generated by the Grant
Lake/Creek project directly to HEA’s member service area, and in fact, it appears HEA
is positioning itself to sell and distribute wholesale power from the project exclusively
and directly to the City of Seward – assuming the power is competitively priced and the
City will agree to purchase it, and assuming Chugach Electric doesn’t object, and
assuming the RCA approves any such wholesale power sale/purchase agreement.
For HEA to borrow and spend money, without membership approval, to pursue a project
outside its service area that would generate only a relatively small quantity of
hydropower, mostly for some sort of unspecified renewable energy public/corporate
relations credit, and without any guarantee the project will be built, much less prove
profitable, and without any realistic plan to actually dispatch any of that power to HEA
members, is almost certainly not in the membership’s best interests, either economically
or otherwise.
Second, while HEA’s board and management are to be commended for exploring
renewable energy sources, they must understand the fundamental fact that
conventional hydropower facilities involving dams or diversions are generally and widely
recognized and documented as having the greatest environmental impact per megawatt
(MW) of installed capacity of any of the renewable energy sources used in the U.S. In
fact, and for precisely this reason, many of the Lower 48 states’ recently developed
Renewable Portfolio Standards specifically do not allow new hydropower dams and
diversions in those states.
Because the Grant Lake/Creek project will likely involve both a new dam and a new
diversion, not to mention new roads, and other intrusive infrastructure, and because it
will be sited in a fish-bearing headwater stream of the Kenai River and on public lands
currently used for other more publicly valuable non-power purposes, it cannot be
considered, by any reasonable standard, to be a “green” renewable energy project.
Presumably, a “green”, renewable energy project would have fewer or at least less
severe negative environmental and social impacts than the fossil fuel generation it
would replace – even with mandatory conditions (authorized by the Federal Power Act)
and other required project mitigations, the Grant Lake/Creek project promises to result
in long-term, far-reaching, and continually intensifying negative environmental and
social impacts, especially over the responsible option of continuing to rely on natural
gas in the short-term, while simultaneously and aggressively pressing to develop
responsible renewable sources of energy such as; increasing generation at existing
hydro facilities, or developing new geothermal, wind, tidal and solar technology
projects.

Third, HEA’s membership has been directly and almost completely excluded from all
Grant Lake/Creek project related development and financial decisions made by HEA,
KHL and AEEC, including the recent decision by the HEA board (acting in a special
session without significant member scrutiny or participation) to take on a new and
additional debt of $2 million to pursue federal licensing for the project.
Fourth, a straightforward comparison of the Grant Lake/Creek project with three
similarly scaled hydropower projects recently completed in Southeast Alaska - Black
Bear Lake, Goat Lake, Kasidaya Creek – which are the same facilities HEA commonly
cites as comparable projects in its public presentations to promote the project, shows
the Grant Lake/Creek project faces some substantial economic hurdles, and may not be
economically feasible at all – in either case the project is highly speculative and almost
certainly not in the best interests of the HEA membership:
1. CAPITAL CONTRUCTION COSTS - Capital construction costs for the recently
completed comparable facilities ranged from $7.5 to $12.5 million, and averaged
about $10 million. Among the comparable facilities, installed electrical generation
capacity ranges from 3 to 4.5 MW and averages 3.8 MW. The average capital
construction cost per each MW of installed capacity at the three comparable
facilities is approximately $2.6 million.
As recently re-designed and proposed by HEA, the Grant Lake/Creek project
would have an installed capacity of 5 MW and capital construction costs
presently estimated by HEA at $30 million. The capital construction cost of the
Grant Lake/Creek project per each MW of installed capacity is estimated to be
approximately $6 million. As presently proposed by HEA, construction of the
Grant Lake/Creek project would cost almost 2 ½ times more per MW of
installed capacity than the average cost per MW at the three comparable
facilities. Additionally, while the Grant Lake/Creek project would have an
installed capacity of 5 MW, according to HEA it would likely operate at only 45%
of plant capacity, or roughly 2.25 MW of useful generating capacity most of the
time.
HEA has provided no reliable information to show that the project would produce
enough competitively priced (wholesale) power over the 30 – 50 year term of the
federal license to justify the initial capital investment (both the principle amount
and interest are ultimately borne by HEA ratepayers) of at least $30 million, not
to mention the other substantial project costs. Even assuming the project could
be licensed by as early as 2015 (license application submitted in October 2013),
the capital cost will have increased considerably by that time and will
substantially exceed HEA’s present estimate of $30 million. As a cautionary note,
the Falls Creek facility, which recently came on-line at Gustavus, only placed
ratepayers in debt at a level of about $1.5 million (the balance of the more than
$8 million capital construction cost was entirely covered by grant funding), but the

price of retail electricity in Gustavus is nearly $0.20/Kwh – the Falls Creek project
was primarily positive for Gustavus ratepayers because the new hydropower
generated electricity was dispatched directly to them and because it replaced
diesel-generated power that ranged in cost from about $0.35/Kwh to as high as
$0.74/Kwh.
HEA must also be cautioned against any strategy that would seek to recoup
capital costs during a subsequent re-license period – previously unanticipated or
greater than expected project impacts may require costly additional
conditions/mitigations (like at the Cooper Lake facility upon re-license) or even
warrant decommissioning the project.
2. ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS - To evaluate hydropower
project proposals, the AEA estimates annual hydropower facility operations and
maintenance (O&M) costs at 3% of capital construction costs. Using AEA
methodology, annual O&M costs per MW of installed capacity at the comparable
facilities is approximately $79,000. Estimated annual O&M costs per unit of
installed MW at the Grant Lake/Creek project will likely be $180,000, or almost 2
½ times the cost per MW at the three comparable facilities. Total annual O&M
costs at Grant Lake/Creek are currently estimated at about $0.9 million per year.
Using AEA methodology, total O&M project costs over the term of the federal
project license are expected to range from about $27 - $45 million.
3. LICENSING COSTS and TIMELINE- According to the National Hydropower
Association, the average time necessary to obtain an original FERC hydropower
license is approximately 10 years, and at a total cost averaging about $1 million
per year. These figures do not include additional time and money required to
obtain other necessary state and federal permits and authorizations – these
other required permits and authorizations may be pursued concurrent with the
FERC license, but the administrative, study, and consultation costs are in many
cases distinctly separate and not inconsequential, and failure to obtain even one
of them would, like failure to obtain a federal license, effectively stall or kill the
project.
The FERC recently sent KHL a compliance directive requiring KHL to consult
with the Forest Service to address apparent project inconsistencies with
provisions of the Chugach Forest Plan and the Inventoried Road-less Rule.
Consulting with the Forest Service, not to mention the potential need to revise
the Forest Plan (at KHL’s cost) and the need to gain site specific project approval
from the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture (at KHL’s cost) regarding compliance with
the national Road-less Rule, are additional project costs, but with no certain
positive project outcomes. Further, HEA/KHL should expect to expend
considerable additional time and money in consultation with various state, federal
and local agencies over other project related inconsistencies, issues and

authorizations; the Iditarod National Historic Trail, required amendment of the
Kenai Area Plan (at KHL cost), obtaining a State of Alaska Best Interest Decision
for the project, in-stream flow reservations, Forest Service land use permit, ROW
access permit, ACMP consistency determination, etc.
Among the existing comparable facilities, the time period required to permit,
license and construct the facilities ranged from 6 to 10 years, with an average
total development time period of between 7 and 8 years. The Grant Lake/Creek
project appears to be on a similar time-line and cost indicated by the
comparables - to date, and in the approximately 2 years since FERC granted the
Preliminary Permits in 2008, the project has completed one partial field season of
environmental and engineering studies and authorized one to two years of
continuing studies at a combined cost of nearly $3 million dollars (including the
$2 million in borrowed money that was recently approved by the HEA Board).
HEA has publicly stated its (very recently revised) plan to formally submit a
FERC hydropower license application for the project in the fall of 2013 (after its
original Preliminary Permits have expired – until very recently HEA planned to
submit its license application in the fall of 2011 prior to expiration of its
Preliminary Permits). Because HEA will have completed only three years or less
of field studies (the balance of time/money spent during this period would be due
primarily to various consultations), there is every possibility that the FERC might
reject the license application as patently deficient, or alternatively, it may require
that additional studies/consultations be undertaken and satisfactorily completed.
If the license application is rejected, all funding spent to prepare it will have been
wasted since to continue pursuing the project HEA would have to start over,
beginning with securing a new Preliminary Permit for the project. If additional
studies are required, additional cost will be incurred, again with no certain
favorable project outcome.
Even if the license application is accepted by the FERC, with or without
additional studies, and considering licensing timelines, both nationally and of the
comparable projects, it appears unlikely the Grant Lake/Creek project could be
permitted, licensed or constructed (operational) before 2015 and that several
additional years, and several addition millions of dollars will be required before
project construction could potentially be authorized. As a note, the recent
process to simply re-license the already constructed Cooper Lake hydropower
facility cost about $6 million.
Another licensing consideration is the fact that all three comparable projects were
licensed under the Alternative Licensing Process due to the existence of broad
levels of community, agency, and public support for those projects, including
significant levels of grant funding for study and capital construction. The Grant
Lake/Creek project is using the Traditional Licensing Process, and though the
process allows the Applicant (HEA/KHL) to manipulate the federal licensing

process to minimize both process transparency and public participation, the
project is not broadly supported by the public, local communities or the permitting
agencies – in fact there is growing public and community opposition to the project
– the newly established Kenai River Watershed Foundation is only one example
of this opposition. HEA/KHL should expect that consultation with state, federal
and local agencies, especially to seek changes to existing public policies that
conflict with the project, will be contentious and forcefully opposed by a growing
segment of the public and by a lengthening list of state-wide and nationally
established non-governmental organizations, many or all of whom will also
forcefully oppose any future public funding for the project. Even if a license for
the project is initially granted, there is every possibility it might be appealed or
otherwise challenged, either administratively or in the courts.
Finally, if HEA’s Preliminary Permits for the project expire prior to HEA submitting
its federal license application (and the revised project schedule indicates they
will), HEA will potentially have to compete against other interested parties for
issuance of new Preliminary Permits– since the project is located within Chugach
Electric’s service area, it seems either Chugach Electric or even the City of
Seward might stand the best chance of obtaining the next round of project
Permits, and if successful would have priority for owning and developing the
project. HEA’s reapplication for FERC project Permits would be forcefully
opposed by the public, and undoubtedly by some agencies and/or NGOs as well.
4. MITIGATION and MANDATORY CONDITIONS – Unless a FERC license is
actually issued there is no way to know for certain what mandatory conditions
might be imposed on facility construction or operations or what mitigation will be
required or what these costs will be. However, considering the project will be
sited in a fish stream tributary to the Kenai River that supports all 5 species of
Pacific salmon and which also supports populations of high value resident fish
including rainbow trout, arctic grayling and Dolly Varden char, it is safe to point
out that mandatory conditions and/or mitigation related to fisheries and recreation
are to be expected. As a cautionary note, fisheries and water quality related
mitigation at the recently re-licensed Cooper Lake facility is projected to cost
Chugach Electric approximately $14 million.
5. NEED FOR THE PROJECT and REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES – Unlike the
comparable hydropower facilities in Southeast Alaska, which replaced very
expensive diesel-generated electricity (residential retail electrical rates ranging as
high as $0.35 - $0.74 per Kwh) there does not appear to be a similarly
compelling or immediate need for this project, especially considering the fact the
project may not ever directly supply new renewable power to HEA memberratepayers and that HEA/AEEC are aggressively pursuing the completion of the
Independent Light project to supply reliable natural gas-generated power to its
members within the next 2-3 years.

Currently, AEA (along with HEA and other rail-belt utilities) is studying the
feasibility of diverting a portion of water flow from Battle Creek (at a high
elevation) into the existing Bradley Lake hydropower facility. In contrast to the
Grant Lake/Creek project, the Battle Creek project is attractive for the following
reasons; project studies are being at least partially funded and conducted by the
State of Alaska and project costs will be shared among the participating rail-belt
utilities, it would avoid impacts to the Kenai River, it would improve the underutilized generation capacity of the existing Bradley Lake hydropower facility, it
would not require a new federal hydropower license, but only an amendment to
the existing license, and it would directly supply HEA members with new
renewable power using existing transmission infrastructure and under an existing
agreement sanctioned by the RCA. According to figures offered by AEA, even a
conservative diversion of Battle Creek’s flow into Bradley lake could allow the
facility to annually produce about enough new, renewable electricity to power the
entire City of Homer every year.
By contrast with the alternatives, continued pursuit of the Grant Lake/Creek project by
HEA will certainly result in continued, increasing and unrelenting public opposition, an
increasing debt burden on the HEA cooperative and its members, and no guarantees
the project will be licensed, permitted or constructed. Even if the project is constructed,
there is no guarantee the project will ever be either profitable or capable of supplying
new power to HEA’s membership. The project is a risky and entirely speculative
endeavor well outside the main mission of HEA to supply its membership with reliable,
reasonably priced electricity. As a cautionary reminder, HEA’s previous private project
partners, CIRI and enXco, both backed out of the project when they determined it was
not economically viable or publicly acceptable. HEA would do well to follow the excellent
business sense and example set by their former partners, and to mirror their
appreciation for the values held by most Alaskans.
Given that a reasonable and potentially feasible alternative exists to increase electrical
generation from Bradley Lake, combined with the fact that HEA’s share of that power
would be dispatched directly to the HEA service area and its membership, it would
seem HEA/AEEC could very responsibly save HEA ratepayers a lot of money and risk
exposure if the Grant Lake/Creek project were to be cancelled immediately and if HEA
put its resources (and those of its membership) into supporting the Battle Creek project
and other more responsible renewable energy projects. HEA and AEEC Directors’ next
opportunity to do the right thing, and to cancel the Grant Lake/Creek project, will be at
the August 17 meetings scheduled in Homer. Up until recently, HEA has mostly spent
public money on the project, but from here forward, it will be relying on borrowed money
that will ultimately need to be repaid, with interest, by the HEA ratepayers.

On top of an impending HEA electrical rate hike (probably only the first of many closely
spaced rate increases that will be necessary in the near future), a looming and drastic
re-design of HEA’s electrical rate structure, and continued development of Independent
Light, which will by itself place the HEA membership in new debt at a level of about
$200 million, the HEA membership does not need any additional debt associated with
the entirely speculative, and very low-output Grant Lake/Creek hydropower project
located far outside its service area, far from its transmission infrastructure, and which
would not return new renewable power directly to HEA ratepayers.
Even if the Grant Lake/Creek project were to become operational, the total annual cost
of servicing debt for environmental and engineering studies, consultations, obtaining the
federal license, other permits and authorizations, plus capital construction cost,
operating and maintenance overhead, and the costs of meeting mandatory conditions
and mitigation requirements, when compared to even very optimistically projected
wholesale power sales revenue, appears to result in a substantial net annual loss, not
only for the project, but worse, for already burdened HEA member-ratepayers.
Sincerely,
/s/ Mike Cooney*
*transmitted electronically
CC:
Mr. Tim Evans
Mr. Alan Bute
Mr. Jim Levine
Mr. David Thomas
Mr. William Warren
Mr. Ed Oberts
Mr. Mike Wiley
Mr. Mike O’Meara, HEA Members Forum
Ms. Kimberly D. Bose, FERC
Mr. Mark Ivey, FERC
Homer Tribune
Homer News
Redoubt Reporter
Seward Phoenix Log
Turnagain Times
The Mudflats Blog

Appendix B – Citizen Petition

Appendix C – Example of Public Testimony: FERC Early Scoping Meeting.
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July 6, 2010

Filed Electronically

Secretary Kimberly D. Bose
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street, NE
Washington, DC 20426
REFERENCE FERC DOCKETS: P – 13211-001 Falls Creek, and
P – 13212-001 Grant Lake/Creek
et al.
COMMENTS: Early Scoping Comments – Issues, Studies, NEPA, Resource Plans,
Alternatives, Mitigation
Dear Ms. Bose,
I have reviewed Kenai Hydro LLC’s PAD, and the FERC’s Scoping Document (SD-1). Below are
my comments. I recommend the No Action NEPA alternative; for this project, the No Action
alternative must necessarily be a valid, stand-alone NEPA decision that should not be viewed or
used only as a means of comparison. This project should not be granted a FERC original
hydropower license.

ISSUES
I request the FERC add the following issues to its future, revised Scoping Document 2, and that
these problems be carefully considered and fully investigated in the NEPA process related to
this project.
Fisheries
1. Probable negative project impacts to Grant Creek’s natural ability to annually produce
and to annually supply wild fish, including any of all 5 species of Pacific Salmon, arctic
grayling and rainbow trout, to the greater Kenai River Basin ecosystem, including Kenai
River reaches located downstream of Kenai Lake. Analysis of this issue must
necessarily include consideration of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game’s
Regulations regarding the management of wild rainbow trout stocks. (5 AAC 75.222.
Policy for the management of sustainable wild trout fisheries – Authority: AS.5.05.251.)
2. Probable negative project impacts to fish, including adult salmon, rearing juvenile
salmon and rainbow trout in reach 5 of Grant Creek (canyon reach). Reach 5 is
proposed for de-watering, but is documented to contain adult salmon, rearing juvenile
salmon and the greatest concentration of rainbow trout of any reach of Grant Creek.
3. Probable negative project impacts to spawning gravel recruitment in Grant Creek
necessary to maintaining viable populations of Grant Creek’s existing wild fish stocks,
including all 5 species of Pacific salmon, rainbow trout and other fish species
documented to occur in the Creek.
4. Probable negative project impacts that could cause the extinction of the relatively small
but genetically significant runs of wild pink and chum salmon that are documented to
exist in Grant Creek.
5. Probable negative project impacts to fish habitat as a result of constructing and
maintaining an access road parallel to Grant Creek and below the main slope-break
inside the Grant Creek canyon. Catastrophic slope failure could permanently and
negatively impact fish habitat; constant runoff from the road and resulting sedimentation
of the Creek will certainly degrade fish habitat downslope and downstream.
6. Probable negative project impacts to the Kenai River Basin ecosystem resulting from the
potential use of hatchery raised fish that may be prescribed as mitigation for damage
done to naturally sustainable, valuable, wild fisheries.
7. Cumulative effects of the Alaska Railroad’s use of sprayed herbicides and other
chemicals along portions of the ARR that closely borders headwaters of the Kenai River,
including Trail River, Upper and Lower Trail Lakes, Kenai Lake and Snow River to
fisheries and to fish habitat and water quality.
8. The practical inability to adequately study fisheries and to disclose probable negative
project impacts to fisheries in Grant Creek given a two to three year study regime, and
considering the fact that the life history of Pacific king salmon (Chinook) includes an
adult ocean foraging stage that varies from one to eight years in duration for a single
generation, and also considering that returning adult spawning populations
(escapement) vary considerably in numbers from year to year.
Water Quality
1. Probable negative project impacts to water quality that may not be adequately studied,
assessed or disclosed due to the fact the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation waives formal water quality certification for hydropower projects.
Socio-Economics
1. Probable negative project impacts to the local quality of life, small local businesses, and
to the tourism, outdoor recreation, and sport fishing-dependent economies of Moose

Pass and Cooper Landing, and other communities that depend totally or in very large
measure on the existing and relatively undeveloped nature of nearby public lands,
waters and natural resources in the Kenai River Basin.
2. Probable and negative project impacts to non-power resources and non-power uses of
the project area and its public lands, waters, resources and existing uses. This project is
distinctly not similar to any of the hydropower projects recently licensed in Southeast
Alaska using the ALP, and where there were broad levels of agency and public support
and where expensive (79 cents/kWH, diesel generated, off-the-grid electricity) was
replaced by local hydropower at a cost of about 20 cents/kWh or less. This project is
highly controversial and not favored or supported by local project area residents, the
public, NGO’s, Tribes, or state and federal resource management agencies. This project
is a highly speculative endeavor pursued by a for profit corporation that only seeks to
develop public resources for private gain and where no demonstrated need for new
hydro-generated electricity has been credibly established. This project is not needed to
produce power for local use, and in fact, power for use by project area residents has not
been guaranteed or even offered by the applicant (HEA). It is presently uncertain how
much power could actually be produced, and which regional utility, if any, might offer to
purchase the power or if such a wholesale power purchase/sale agreement (and
resultant electrical rates) might ultimately be approved by the Regulatory Commission of
Alaska. There is no evidence that power could be distributed to member-ratepayers of
HEA’s service area located on the western Kenai Peninsula. No evidence exists
presently to suggest that the project would produce power that is cost-competitive with
existing sources of electrical generation and distribution on the Kenai Peninsula. There
is no evidence that the costs of the project could even be recovered in the 30 to 50 year
period of an original FERC hydropower license. This is an entirely speculative, highimpact, low-output project that is not wanted and should not be licensed. Period.
3. Probable negative impacts to the price of electricity paid by ratepayers on the Kenai
Peninsula as a result of their being forced to purchase overly high-priced power to
subsidize and amortize a bad hydropower project investment by Homer Electric
Association, and to pay for a project that will not only be environmentally and socially
damaging, but which was clearly not wanted and which was strongly and publicly
opposed in the first place. As presently designed, the project would cost at least 2 ½
times the capital construction, operation and maintenance costs of similarly scaled
hydropower facilities recently licensed, constructed and now generating and distributing
electricity to small rural communities in Southeast Alaska. The average capital
construction cost per each MW of installed capacity at comparable facilities in SE Alaska
is approximately $2.6 million dollars. As currently designed and proposed by HEA, the
Grant Lake/Creek project would have an installed capacity of 4.5 MW and capital
construction costs are presently estimated by HEA at $30 million dollars. The capital
construction cost of the Grant Lake/Creek project per each MW of installed capacity is
estimated to be approximately $6.6 million dollars.
Wildlife
1. Probable negative project impacts to moose as a result of flooding critical winter range
(willow flats for browse) located at the inlet delta to Grant Lake.
2. Probable negative project impacts to Kenai Peninsula Brown Bear (Indicator Species,
and Species of Special Concern) as a result of new road access and project
development activities including blasting. It is well documented that increased humanbrown/grizzly bear interaction on the Kenai Peninsula generally results in greater bear
mortality at the hands of people (nuisance, DLP, and motor vehicle collisions).

Birds
1. Probable negative project impacts to swans that use overwintering habitat at the mouth
of Grant Creek (shallows in Grant Lake near its outlet). The Grant Lake habitat remains
ice-free throughout most or even all of the winter and is only one of very few places (one
other is Lower Trail Lake and River at the railroad trestle in Moose Pass) where local
overwintering swans (and other hardy, over-wintering waterfowl such as mallards and
golden-eyes) can feed and raft-up during the coldest winter weather.
2. Probable negative project impacts to western dippers and harlequin ducks that feed and
nest in the white water (canyon reaches) sections of Grant Creek.
3. Probable negative project impacts to Northern Goshawks that use (nest and forage in)
forested habitats in the project area.
Marine Mammals – Endangered Species
1. Probable negative project impacts to federally listed (Endangered) Cook Inlet beluga
whales that use the estuary and lower reaches (at least five miles) of the Kenai River to
feed on, among other fish, out-migrating juvenile salmon that were spawned/reared in
the Kenai River Watershed, including headwaters streams such as Grant and Falls
Creeks.
Forest Condition and Forest Habitat Values
1. Probable negative project impacts, including cumulative impacts, to forest health,
canopy fragmentation and habitat degradation associated with a twenty year long spruce
bark beetle epidemic that resulted in project area spruce mortality ranging from 50-90%
of original spruce stocking (basal area per acre) and a corresponding increase in
stocking and site occupation by Calamagrostis spp.
2. Probable negative impacts to native vegetation and wildlife habitat values as the result of
project development factors that will increase colonization of the area by noxious,
invasive, and other non-native vegetation.
Visuals
1. Probable negative project impacts to the natural view shed in the project area including
views from the Seward Highway – a National Scenic Byway, and a Congressionally
designated National Heritage Area: the Kenai Mountains-Turnagain Arm Corridor.
Recreation
1. Probable negative project impacts to existing recreational uses, including locally and
officially permitted commercial uses, especially guided; sightseeing, hiking, boating,
fishing, and hunting.
2. Probable negative project impacts to traditional winter travel routes and recreational
uses of area waters (Grant Lake, Lower Trail Lake, Trail River) due to open water and/or
unstable and dangerous ice conditions.
3. Probable negative project impacts to area trails including the National Historic Iditarod
Trail, the Vagt Lake Trail and various Grant Lake trails.
Cultural
1. I defer to Mr. Mark Luttrell, professional archaeologist, and President of the Resurrection
Bay Conservation Alliance, and I agree wholeheartedly with his prior, existing and future
recommendations regarding the issues, study, and conservation of cultural resources
located in the project area.

STUDIES
I again (for at least the 4th time) request HEA to task its consultants with performing the
following project studies.
Fisheries Studies
1. A study to quantify, by species, the average annual production of juvenile Pacific
salmon, rainbow trout and other species of fish that are spawned in Grant Creek and
that out-migrate into the greater Kenai River Basin ecosystem, including reaches of the
Kenai River located downstream of Kenai Lake. Estimating annual production of juvenile
salmon from Grant Creek should be based on actual field sampling (catch and re-catch
ratios as necessary) of fry and must not rely on estimates derived from adult spawning
escapement combined with non-site specific various computer modeling methods.
2. A study to determine and map the locations, characteristics and extent of spawning
gravels used by all 5 species of Pacific salmon and rainbow trout in Grant Creek, and to
determine and document the natural dynamic forces and processes in the Creek that
have created and maintained these spawning gravels over time.
3. A study to determine the importance and use of fish habitat located in the “canyon
section”, (that is the reach 5 of Grant Creek that will be de-watered), to spawning,
rearing and survival of anadromous and resident fish species.
Water Quality Studies
As a show of good faith to project area residents and to demonstrate a strong commitment to
environmental protection, the applicant (HEA) should voluntarily seek formal water quality
(Section 404, Clean Water Act) certification for the project though it is not currently required by
Alaska DEC for hydropower projects in Alaska.
Socio-Economic Studies
In recognition of significant probable negative project impacts to the local and unique quality of
life, individual businesses, and local economies, Socio-economic issues related to this project
should not be evaluated peripherally or as a by-product of other studies as currently proposed
by HEA. I again request HEA immediately establish an independent Technical Working Group
to comprehensively identify and to investigate these issues. The Socio-Economic TWG
membership should be significantly comprised of recognized Alaska professionals in the field,
and residents from local project area communities, including local business owners. I look
forward to participating and working with that Technical Working Group.
ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT SHOULD BE AN EIS
Based on the highly controversial nature of the project, my experience in natural resource
management and the NEPA process, my understanding of the project, my familiarity with local
public lands, waters, resources, existing uses and the local community dependence on these
resources, and my knowledge of the tremendous negative impacts of similar hydro projects,
including the one at Cooper Creek, I firmly believe that the reasonably foreseeable, probable,
negative, direct, indirect and cumulative project impacts of the Grant Lake/Creek project rise to
a level of significance under NEPA such that an Environmental Impact Statement is required.
I request the FERC rescind its plan to conduct and EA, and immediately commit its resources to
the process of preparing an EIS for this project. The Kenai River Basin (watershed) and its
forest and resource-dependent Communities deserve no less.

COMPREHENSIVE PLANS
I request the FERC add the Kenai Area Plan and the Kenai Peninsula Borough and Moose
Pass Comprehensive Plans to its list of Comprehensive Plans (Section 9.0) in its revised
Scoping Document 2. I also request that the following passages from those Plans be
incorporated and emphasized in the text of revised Scoping Document 2:
Kenai Area Plan
1. “G. Impoundment structures
The construction of new dams or diversions on the Kenai River or its fish-bearing
tributaries that impede fish movements or reduce essential stream flows for spawning,
rearing or migration will be prohibited.”
Kenai Peninsula Borough Comprehensive Plan
1. “Visitors come to the Peninsula from all over the world to fish for salmon in the Kenai
River, considered to have the world’s best king salmon runs. Tourism and commercial
fishing are two vital components of the Borough’s economy that rely on protection of
natural habitat to support fish and wildlife species. Therefore, habitat conservation is
important both to economic development and the quality of life for borough residents.”
Moose Pass Comprehensive Plan
1. “Preserving a rural lifestyle is important to residents of the Moose Pass area - restrict
large commercial development.”
2. “Issues associated with economic growth generate controversy in the Moose Pass
community. They garnered the largest number of written comments on the 1991
community survey. While many residents favor tourism and small business, fully two-thirds do not want public funds spent to promote economic development. Even larger
majorities oppose large business and industry in the area.”
3. “Moose Pass will promote tourism by preserving the local scenic quality.”
4. “Moose Pass has, historically, been a crossroads of travel. The Historic Iditarod Trail
runs through Moose Pass along the east shore of Trail Lake. It connects with other
historic trails, including the Hope Wagon Road, Al Solars' Mill Road and many old mining
roads. The public now values these trails for recreation and for access to scenic
backcountry areas. The public has traveled freely through local connecting valleys and
passes and continues to do so.
Because Moose Pass developed before Statehood and before Borough incorporation,
many local trails do not appear on plats or maps. The Borough has approved
subdivisions with no provisions for trails and no consideration of possible blockage of
traditional travel routes.
To maintain the rural lifestyle with freedom of non-highway travel and access to public
lands, the community of Moose Pass seeks to secure dedicated trail rights-of-way to,
and through, all portions of its surrounding area.”
REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES
Lowell Creek
A reasonable and potentially feasible alternative to this project, and one that deserves full
consideration in this NEPA process, is the opportunity to develop a hydroelectric facility at
Lowell Creek, near Seward. It would seem that retrofitting hydropower turbines in the existing
man-made tunnel that diverts water from Lowell Creek, through Bear Mountain with outflow at
tidewater on Resurrection Bay, could supply renewable electricity to the Rail-belt electrical grid
without most or even any of the negative environmental or social impacts that will result from
HEA’s dam at Grant Lake/Creek.

Battle Creek
Another reasonable and potentially feasible alternative to this project, and one that deserves full
consideration in this NEPA process, is the opportunity to divert water at a high elevation from
Battle Creek into the existing Bradley Lake hydropower facility impoundment to increase water
available for storage and use in generating hydropower from that existing facility. HEA already
purchases and distributes power from the Bradley Lake hydropower facility and the Alaska
Energy Authority is currently studying the feasibility of a possible diversion of Battle Creek. Until
that analysis is completed, it would be premature to grant an original hydropower license for the
Grant Lake/Creek or Falls Creek projects.
ENHANCEMENT AND MITIGATION
I request that agencies, HEA, and HEA’s Consultants do not attempt to delude the public into
believing that on balance, this project will actually enhance any existing natural resources in the
project area, without first providing site-specific and compelling scientific data, information,
action plans and budgets to substantiate any such assertion. Any comparisons to other hydro
projects in Alaska, or elsewhere, would ignore site-specific factors yet to be determined, and
could give a false impression and wholly unsupported basis for evaluating potential impacts of
the Grant Lake/Creek project.
Typically, mitigation and enhancement of hydropower projects results in costly, and wholly
deficient attempts to only partially remedy significant environmental problems that were
intentionally created in the first place. The $14 million dollar plan to divert water from Stetson
Creek into Cooper Lake, without any guarantee it will either produce the desired results or at
least not create additional environmental problems is only one example.
In its Pre-Application Document, HEA concedes that the Kenai River is “one of the most
productive salmon rivers in the world”. Accordingly, I request that no aquaculture operations,
including hatchery raised fish, be used to mitigate inevitable wild fisheries impacts resulting from
this project.
To maintain the integrity of Kenai River and its fisheries, including maintenance of natural
genetic diversity, and to protect the publicly owned lands, waters, resources and existing uses in
the Kenai River Watershed, the most appropriate action and the most effective mitigation will be
to select the No Action Alternative and to deny an original hydropower license for this project.
Sincerely,
/s/ Mike Cooney

CC:
Jenna Borovansky, Longview Associates (licensing consultant)
Brad Zubeck, Kenai Hydro LLC (applicant)
Deborah Debnam, Director HEA and AEEC (enabling Board of Directors)
Mike O’Meara, HEA Members Forum
Bob Baldwin, President Kenai River Watershed Foundation
Doug Palmer, US Fish and Wildlife Service
Lynnda Kahn, US Fish and Wildlife Service
Barbara Stanley, Regional Hydropower Coordinator, US Forest Service
Travis Moseley, Seward District Ranger, US Forest Service
Robert Ruffner, Executive Director, Kenai Watershed Forum

CC: (cont.)
Jason Mouw, ADF&G, Fisheries Biologist – Acting Hydropower Coordinator for
this Project
Susan Walker, Alaska Hydropower Coordinator, NOAA/National Marine Fisheries
Service
Katie McCafferty, US Army Corp of Engineers
Cassie Thomas, National Park Service
Jack Sinclair, Alaska State Parks
Pamela Russell, Alaska State Parks
John Mohorcich, Director, Kenai River Center
Tim Bristol, Alaska Director, Trout Unlimited
Ricky Gease, Executive Director, Kenai River Sportfishing Association
Mudflats Blog
Anchorage Daily News
Redoubt Reporter
Homer Tribune
Seward Phoenix Log
Turnagain Times
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Subject:

FW: Opposition to Grant Lake and Falls Creek Hydroelectric Projects

From: Ngcornett@aol.com [mailto:Ngcornett@aol.com]
sent: Friday, June 11, 20106:12 PM
To: Blankenship, Johni
Subject: Opposition to Grant Lake and Falls Creek Hydroelectric Projects
Thank you very much for opposing these projects, and for introducing a resolution against them. I am gratefUl to you for
that, and support you 100 percent. The Kenai River watershed is too important to be risked for what would be minimal
energy gain.
Thank you again'
Nina Cornett
Cooper Landing

Subject:

FW: Grant Lake and Falls Creek Hydroelectric Projects

From: Ken and Kate Green [mailto:kennkay@arctic.net]

Sent: Saturday, June 12, 2010 12:24 AM
To: Blankenship, Johni
Subject: Grant Lake and Falls Creek Hydroelectric Projects

Dear Mayor Dave Carey and Assembly Member Sue McClure,
Thank you for introducing the 22 June Resolution opposing the Grant Lake and Creek Hydroelectric Projects. It is nice to know that
there is sincere concern in official circles for the integrity of the Kenai River watershed and upper headwater lakes. After the
experience of the Cooper Lake Hydro Project (which certainly had its positive points for its time) and the loss of the fish runs due to
many factors including water temperature change and disruption of river flow, it has seemed quite irresponsible for the Homer Electric
coalition to risk any more damage to such an important economic river by planning any more hydroelectric projects. It has also come
across as very insensitive that they continue to push for such, if I may say, obviously unwise construction ideas.
In this case, although "Green Power and Renewable Energy" are convenient and quite topically acceptable buzz words, these
specific hydroelectric plans for the Upper Kenai Lakes seem more geared towards garnishing federal assistance and grant money than
providing service. Since the revival of interest in "Sustainable Energy", it is no secret that millions of US taxpayer's money has been
available for studies and grants. What better way to reap from this "cash cow" than to revive US Army Corps of Engineer plans for
hydro-dams which were originally studied in the 1950's? Those ideas are not suited for today, nor by indications, will they be suited
or necessary in the future.
From the evidence available, the main reasons for any of them (other than procuring grant monies) is to boost HEA's electrical
transmission capabilities (not primarily for generating significant new electricity) and provide the HEA service area slightly cheaper
electricity. Of course, there is no guarantee in the long run that prices will be positively affected at all. I'm sure there will be no
clause in any agreement guaranteeing lower prices into the future. No benefits are projected for the Chugach Electrical grid in which
the Upper Kenai Lakes and communities lie. There is however, a risk to the percentage of salmon that run this high up the Kenai
River, as well as the trout and other species. Risking the fish runs puts the Kenai River economy at risk. The balance seems to
outweigh any reason for damming any of the Kenai headwaters.
Although hydro-generation is arguably one of the most favourable forms of producing electricity, decisions and approval of hydro

dam plans under the blanket, all encompassing reference of "Renewable Energy" is quite unacceptable for Alaska, for obvious
reasons. The experiences of the the Pacific NOithwest and California in decimating their salmon rivers is evidence and reason to take
special care with development that affects Alaska fishing resources.
A very glaring question concerning these projects is "why aren't they studying more environmentally friendly transmission boosting
ideas in the Homer area?" Another is "why aren't they looking more forward and studying more seriously alternate energy resources
such as tidal and thermal generation." Perhaps they are; I personally don't have that information. If so (and if the reports on plans for
extra natural gas generation are true), then risking the integrity of the Kenai River watershed makes even less sense and becomes even
less economically justifiable.
The standard internet site was established with guarantees of "low impact" and "improved recreational opportunities". However,
though low impact sounds great, it is obviously a fabrication as the extended plans show roads and tunnels and diversion of waters.
Improved recreational opportunities certainly are not necessary in this area of Alaska. The danger of allowing the Grant Lakes and
Falls Creek Hydroelectric Projects to proceed is that they would be used as stepping stones for further future expansion. The plans for
damming Crescent Lake, by far the largest of the Upper Kenai Watershed lakes, would be a monumental blunder.
It is difficult to underestimate the importance of the Kenai River economy for the communities of the Kenai Peninsula and beyond.
You have my full support in putting an end to this irresponsible behaviour.
Thank you,
Ken Green
POBox 776
Cooper Landing 99572

Subject:

FW: HEA Falls/Grant Creeks

From: David lindquist [mailto:toshi@arctic.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 13, 2010 1:29 PM
To: d.carey@borough.kenai.ak.us
Cc: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsm ith@xyz.net; gsu perma n@gci.net; suemccl@gmail.com; ma ko@xyz.net
Subject: HEA Falls/Grant Creeks
Dear Mayor Carey,
We are so Thankful you are taking time to introduce a resolution in opposition to Homer Electric and their Hydro power
projects at Falls/Grant Creeks.
While we are not opposed to alternative sources of energy, the Falls/Grant proposal is not an adequate location for what
may be produced. This area is a highly prized recreation area and is in close proximity to the community of Moose Pass,
easily accessible within a 30-4 minute hike.
We find it shocking HEA has acquired funds for this proposal which does not appear to be feasible in providing much
energy compared to the tremendous ground disturbance. HEA is pulling the wool over funding sources eyes who have no
clue that HEA is merely funding their pockets and in doing so could have devastating effects on the natural environment.
Your and the KPB Assembly members support of this resolution speaks highly of your care and concern for the Kenai
Peninsula.
Sincerely, Irene, Dave, Ruby, Sadie, and Neil Lindquist

T

Subject:

FW: HEA

-----Original Message----
From: Iva Cooney [mailto:ivacooney@arctic.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 13, 2010 9:36 PM
To: Blankenship, Johni
Cc: Iva Cooney
Subject: Fwd: HEA
Dear Assembly Clerk Blankenship,
I strongly support the Resolution in opposition to HEA's hydropower
projects in Moose Pass.
Thank you,
Iva Cooney

Subject:

FW: Grant Lake and Falls Creek Hydroelectric Projects

From: RON SLOAN [mailto:ronandsuka@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, June 14,2010 11:11 AM
To: Blankenship, Johni
Subject: Grant Lake and Falls Creek Hydroelectric Projects

To the Honorable Mayor Dave Carey:
Hydroelectric projects at this time in history are for the main to be discouraged, but for Alaska, the reason is
even more so. Hydro projects are cheap because we know how to build them, at a short term profit, and we can
even mitigate some of the ecological impacts. Some of that mitigation can involve the "selling" of water
enhancements (e.g., improved accessibility, increased recreation in the form of a ponded water, maybe even
more camping and other recreation opportunities). But, for a state such as Alaska, on which its very existence
and well-being, economically, historically, culturally, aesthetically and biologically, is dependent upon aquatic
resources, in specific well managed and abundant fish stocks, any threat to any portion of this Alaskan heritage
represents another chip out of "the Commons" and must be avoided. "Oh, what's one little stream or watershed,
there are so many," but that was some of the thinking in the Pacific Northwest not so long ago. No details are
necessary here, but just ponder what has happened over recent decades in the PNW, much of which has
occurred in the space of one life time.
Similar scenarios, on lesser scales are in evidence in other parts of the country where hydroelectric
developments have altered the natural landscape but are now having to be phased out of existence because they
have outlived their usefulness. The removal of these old, obsolete, many of them failing, structures are proving
more costly than the original construction. Even during the life of these projects there were ecological
consequences no one ever imagined until well after completion of the dams and flooding was achieved to fill
the reservoirs -- submerged soils are conducive to the release, transformation and biological uptake of heavy
metals, in particular mercury. All of the details on why this occurs have not been satisfactorily explained but it
seems to occur almost anywhere impoundments are built. The result is a mercury contaminated fishery and,
yes, there are real and potential impacts to susceptible segments of both human and wildlife populations,
primarily in the reproductive and early development phases. In volcanic areas, the effects may even perhaps be
exacerbated. Unfortunately, there is insufficient time before these comments are due to fully explore and
document this topic. I can only offer what my experience has been over the past 40 years in dealing with
hazardous wastes and evaluating toxic substances in fish and wildlife.
My fervent hope is that we have matured to the point that from an energy standpoint, hydroelectric projects are
viewed in the "p"-word category of "Pandora" not "panacea."
Respectfully submitted,
Dr. Ronald Sloan
former Research Scientist with New York State Division ofFish and Wildlife,
now retired, and awed by living in Cooper Landing

Subject:

FW:

From: mike adams [mailto:bluewagon82@yahoo.com]

sent: Monday, June 14, 2010 2:39 PM
To: dccarey@borough.kenai.ak.us

Cc: Blankenship, Johni
Subject:

Dear Mayor Carey, Borough Assembly Members and Assembly Clerk,
I am writing to support any propositions that will halt and or oppose the hydroelectric project planned for Falls
Creek/Grant Lake. The Kenai River is vital to the economy of the Kenai Peninsula. The impact of the
proposed dam is impossible to completely predict and the negative impact of adjusted flow, turbidity,
temperature etc. downstream from the dam could and likely would negatively impact spawning, rearing and
recruitment of fish in the Kenai River watershed. The ecological and economic damage would be irreversible,
and there seems to be no real benefit to the project. A mere trickle of electrical power that comes with so much
potential negative impact is ill conceived. At a time when our salmon runs are facing such adversity and our
Peninsula industries are reeling from the economic impact of a faltering national economy the timing could not
be worse. The simple idea of dams on the Kenai watershed affects the marketability of the fishery as well as the
pristine attraction of the Peninsula's wilderness. The visitors that we rely on for our livelihood and the wilds
that we cherish as our home are in jeopardy of being eroded away. If this project is allowed to move forward it
will set a dangerous precedent that will only lead us down a path of ecologically irresponsible development.
Please consider the future of the watershed and the lives that are so closely linked to it and make the right
decision to oppose the proposed dam.
Sincerely,
Mike Adams
Alaskan Angling Adventures
PO Box 847
Cooper Landing, AK 99572
907-595-3336

Subject:

FW: Kenai Peninsula/Grant CK Hydro

From: Tom and Teddy Prochazka [mailto:teddys@seward.net]

sent: Monday, June 14,20107:53 PM
To: Carey, Dave
Subject: Kenai Peninsula/Grant CK Hydro
No to Grant Lake Hydro-project. I understand the need for more alternative/green energy but the little that this project will
provide weighed against the risk to the resource, in my opinion, equals a NO to the project going forward.
Tom Prochazka
Moose Pass

Subject:

FW: Kenai Peninsula Hydropower

From: Jeffrey Bell, Jennifer L [mailto:JenniferJeffreyBell@providence.org]

sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2010 11:10 AM
To: Blankenship, Johni; 'pa12gary@hotmail.com'; 'psprague@acsalaska.net'; 'akjfischer@hotmail.com';
'hvsmaIJey@yahoo.com'; 'cpierce@gci.net'; 'bsmith@xyz.net'; 'gsuperman@gci.net'; 'suemccl@gmail.com';
'mako@xyz.net'
Subject: Kenai Peninsula Hydropower

As a resident of the Kenai Peninsula and a travel industry businesswoman, I am in full support of the resolution
in opposition to the controversial hydropower projects Homer Electric Association plans for Grant and Falls
creeks, which are important fish-bearing tributaries to the Kenai River. Not only do these creeks provide
important habitat for fish, they also provide significant recreational opportunities both in the winter and the
summer. The proposed hydropower projects would greatly detract from the beauty, peacefulness, and serenity
that these areas offer. By placing a hydropower dam, recreational boating, hiking, skiing, snowmachining, and
fishing would be greatly impacted and would result in a loss of economic revenue from travelers seeking the
wild beauty of the Kenai Peninsula and the Grant and Falls Creek areas specifically. Thank you for putting the
interest of the citizens of the Kenai Peninsula Borough first!
Jennifer Jeffrey Bell, Owner
Laughing Salmon Guesthouse
Seward, AK

Third~ green

and only print: if necessary!

Subject:

FW:

From: Perry, Dennis T (DOC) [mailto:dennis.perry@alaska.gov]
sent: Thursday, June 17, 2010 7:30 AM
To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsmith@xyz.net; gsuperman@gci.net; suemccl@gmail.com; mako@xyz.net

Subject:
I am deeply opposed to the planned hydroelectric project by Homer Electric Association for the Grant and Falls Creek
areas. These areas are appreciated for their beauty and recreational value, as well as their remoteness, and any
development will minimize those qualities. Seward, Moose Pass, and other local communities have accessed these areas
for generations, and would receive little benefit from this project.
Dennis Perry
PO Box 1802
33820 Bear Lake Rd.
Seward, AK 99664

Subject:

FW: KPB Resolution 2010-057

From: theo lexmond [mailto:tlexmond@gmail.com]
sent: Thursday, June 17, 2010 3:44 PM
To: Blankenship, Johni; Carey, Dave
Subject: KPB Resolution 2010-057

Assembly President Sprague, Borough Mayor Carey and Members of the KPB Assembly,
I am writing on behalf of my wife and myself to offer our strong support for KPB Resolution 2010-057, "A
Resolution Opposing the Grant Lake/ Falls Creek Hydroelectric Project in the Moose Pass Area." As 22 year
residents of the Kenai Peninsula and current residents of Cooper Landing, we strongly oppose efforts to
industrialize, in any manner, the Kenai watershed. The streams, rivers, lakes and wetlands that are the nursery
for the Kenai River are far too important to the health of the Kenai River to fool with- especially for a project as
dubious in value as this one. By passing this resolution it will be made clear to H.E.A. that the communities
within the boundaries of this watershed are serious about protecting its long term future, as a singular
ecosystem. Ifwe do not take a system-wide view of the health of the Kenai River, we will never succeed in
protecting it for future generations to enjoy. Thank you for considering our comments on this issue.
Theo Lexmond
Janette Cadieux
P.O. Box 873
Cooper Landing, AK 99572

Subject:

FW: Hydro Project

From: Wiliam Ellis [mailto:okeekuma@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2010 9:36 AI"1
To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsma Iley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsmith@xyz.net; gsu perman@gci.net; suemccl@gmail.com; mako@xyz.net

Subject: Hydro Project

Please vote against issuing a permit to build this Dam and Hydrproject.

Subject:

FW:

From: Alissa E Nagel [mailto:anaen@uaa.alaska,edu]

Sent: Friday, June 18, 2010 2:00 PM
To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsmith@xyz.net; gsuperman@gci.net; suemccl@gmail.com; mako@xyz.net

Subject:
I do not want to see the Kenai River headwaters industrialized. I value our healthy fisheries, our unique communities and
lifestyles and do not want to see our watersheds and rivers turn into another Columbia River. Alaska is a special place
and we should do our best to keep it that way.
Thank you,
Alissa Nagel

907-350-3474
Anchorage, AK

Subject:

FW: Grant Lake

From: Michael Glaser [mailto:mile20seward@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2010 12:45 PM
To: Carey, Dave
SUbject: Grant Lake

I've been to most of the public meetings. I live at mile 20. I am for the Grant Lake hydro project. It is electrical
power that will last for a long time without emissions and it is unlikely to affect fish.
Mike Glaser
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Subject:

FW: Hydroelectric

From: Ngcornett@aol.com [mailto:Ngcornett@aol.com]
sent: Sunday, June 20, 2010 8:19 PM
To: carey, Dave
Subject: Hydroelectric
Dear Mayor Carey,
Thank you very much for introducing a resolution against Homer Electric's plans to interfere with the watershed of the
Upper Kenai. The last thing we need is damage to one of the greatest rivers in the world, especially for such minimal gain
in energy. Please hold fast on this.
Thanks again,
Nina Cornett
Cooper Landing

1

FW: No hydro!

Subject:

From: Dominic Bauer [mailto:kingfisherak@gmail.com]

sent:

Sunday, June 20, 2010 3:57 PM
To: carey, Dave
Subject: No hydro!

Ijust want to let you know how much I appreciate your stance on the hydro project at Grant and Falls creek(s).
It is not rocket science understanding the importance of salmon/fish for the tourism industry here on the
peninsula and across our great state of Alaska. This is a resource that will continue to support us through the
millennia, whereas; oil, gas, mining and all other forms of economy that deplete our non-renewable resources
are temporary. The tourism dollars that feed our populace are spent several times more in state as opposed to
the big industry dollar which disappear much faster.

You do not need to be a visionary to see the future.
Let us work together to Keep Alaska Wild.
Thank You for Listening,
Sincerely,
Dominic Bauer
Owner

KINGFISHER ROADHOUSE
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Subject:

FW: proposed hydroelectric generation in Kenai Watershed

From: Ngcornett@aol.com [mailto:Ngcornett@aol.com]
sent: Sunday, June 20, 2010 8:24 PM
To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsma Iley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsmith@xyz.net; gsuperma n@gci.net; suemccl@gmail.com; ma ko@xyz.net
Subject: proposed hydroelectric generation in Kenai Watershed
I want to thank the Mayor and Assemblywoman Sue McClure for their efforts to protect the Kenai River watershed from ill
conceived plans to generate hydro-electric power in streams feeding Kenai Lake and the Kenai River, and to ask the rest
of you to support their resolution opposing such efforts. The return from the proposals is minuscule compared to the
damage that could be done to this great river and to the whole Kenai. We do not need to be risking this wonderful place
for a doubtful proposal.
Nina Cornett
Cooper Landing

1

Subject:

FW: Hydro Projects

From: jim gilmore [mailto:alaskacabins1@yahoo.com]
sent: SundaYI June 201 2010 3:45 AM
To: CareYI Dave

Subject: Hydro Projects

Sir.....Don't ruin a good thing. Leave the area pristine.
Thankyou: Jim Gilmore/Seward
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Subject:

FW: Grant Lake dam

From: julian@ak.net [mailto:julian@ak.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 20, 2010 10: 13 AM
To: Carey, Dave; Blankenship, Johni
Subject: Grant Lake dam

Mayor Carey and KPB Assembly: I am a Borough taxpayer and have had a home in Cooper
Landing for more than 25 years. I oppose HEA's plans for hydroelectric projects at Grant and
Falls lakes. I understand that the Assembly is considering a resolution opposing those projects. I
urge you to pass that resolution. There is no need to degrade the Kenai River to produce small
amounts of electricity for off-peak use.
Thank you for considering my views. Julian Mason
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Subject:

FW: Resolution 2010-57

From: Charles Young [mailto:cngyoung@arctic.net]

sent:

Sunday, June 20, 2010 10:07 AM

To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsmith@xyz.net; gsu perman@gci.net; suemccl@gmail.com; mako@xyz.net

Cc: Carey, Dave
Subject: Resolution 2010-57
This email is to register our strongest possible opposition to the proposed hydropower projects of the Homer Electric
Association for Grant and Falls Creeks. Their inadvisability go beyond reason, to say the least. If you have any respect
for the people, communities, businesses, fisheries, etc. of the KPB, please support this resolution.
Sincerely,
Charles and Gerry Young
P. O. Box 703
Cooper Landing, AK 99572
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June 19,2010
Mr. Pete Sprague, President
And Members,
Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly

Re:

Resolution 2010-057 Opposing the HEA proposed Hydro projects.

Dear President Sprague and Members,
From the time I heard the presentation made to the KRSMA Board about a year ago, I
have had serious concerns about these proposed HEA projects. Granted, they promise
clean energy, but truly, at what cost? In my years of public service, the one economic
engine I truly treasured, and still do, is the Kenai River. I find it telling, all these months
later, with much more information, that the KRSMA Board did vote to oppose these
projects.
Every resident of this borough benefits from the Kenai River, and its tributaries in one
way or another. The Assembly has financially assisted the Kenai Watershed Forum, in
their very effective culvert replacement program. Why? To support fish habitat, and
thereby support the river. This project flies in the face of those efforts.
If this first project is approved, it will set the precedent for the others HEA was looking
at.
I have to agree with the Moose Pass and Cooper Landing folks. The Assembly is their
only government. They look to you for your support. Over the years I came to truly
appreciate how important that support is. Please be there for them.
I ask, I urge, you vote yes on Resolution 2010-057, or substitute there-of. (In speaking
with one of the sponsors this morning, I have been advised she will pursue a substitute to
correct the errors that, unfortunately, now exist in the document.)
Thank you.
Very sincerely,
Milli Martin
P.O. Box 2652
Homer, AK 99603
907-235-6652

Subject:

FW: Grant Lake hydro project

From: Robin Lund [mailto:summersong@alaska.net]
sent: Saturday, June 19, 2010 12:40 PM
To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsmith@xyz.net; gsuperman@gcLnet; suemccl@gmail.com; mako@xyz.net
Subject: Grant Lake hydro project
Please vote yes on 2010.
Thanks.
Rob Lund
Homer
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Subject:

FW: Support for Resolution 2010-57

-----Original Message----
From: Jeff Clay [mailto:clayjj@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2010 6:24 PM
To: Carey, Dave
Subject: Support for Resolution 2010-57
Dear Mayor Carey,
I am writing to voice my very strong support to Resolution 2010-57, opposing the Grant
Lake/Falls Creek Hydroelectric Project in the Moose Pass area.
I have lived in Moose Pass for the last five years, and this fall I will begin a new job as
the Kindergarten - Eighth Grade teacher at Moose Pass School.
Our town, surrounded by the Chugach National Forest, enjoys an abundance of breath-taking
scenery, secluded hiking trails, healthy fisheries, and active outdoors-lovers. If allowed
to proceed, the HEA hydroelectric project would negatively impact the Grant Lake/Falls Creek
area's beauty, solitude, and wildlife. It would erase one of this area's treasures without
bringing any significant benefit to its residents.
As the newly hired local teacher, I hope to pass on my love of the outdoors to the children
of Moose Pass. I would love to be able to take field trips to Grant Lake and bring students
fishing in and around our area, helping students to build a strong connection to the
wilderness that is so plentiful here. Taking away this resource would be removing a vital
component of their local classroom.
After doing some online research, I quickly found it apparent that necessary environmental
impact studies have not been completed sufficiently. This alone should be reason to oppose
the project as it now stands. The obvious risks are too great, and the costs to current and
future generations much too deep.
I join the large number of Moose Pass residents who oppose the project. In the face of such
overwhelming voices and valid reasoning against building this dam, I hope that the Kenai
Peninsula Borough Assembly, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and ultimately Homer
Electric Association will realize how detrimental this project would be and put an end to any
development in the Grant Lake/Falls Creek area.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Jeff Clay
P.O. Box 48
Moose Pass, AK 99631
(907)288-2209
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Subject:

FW: Please oppose Grant Lake dam

-----Original Message----
From: Lori J. Landstrom [mailto:lltr@gci.net]
Sent: Saturday, June 19, 2010 11:56 AM
To: Carey, Davej Blankenship, Johnij pa12gary@hotmail.comj hvsmalley@yahoo.comj
gsuperman@gci.netj suemccl@gmail.comj cpierce@gci.netj psprague@acsalaska.netj
akjfischer@hotmail.comj bsmith@xyz.netj mako@xyz.net
Subject: Please oppose Grant Lake dam
I strongly support the resolution 2010-057, that Mayor Carey and Assembly person McClure have
introduced.
Please join them in supporting this resolution. Please oppose these two small hydroelectric
projects. They will not benefit the local communities of Moose Pass and Cooper Landing.
There is no guarantee that the projects will benefit any residents of the Kenai Borough.
Also the cost of these projects are greater than the benefit.
I am a supporter of hydroelectric power, but these small scale projects are not a good idea
for our area.
Lori J. Landstrom
Seward, AK
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Subject:

FW: Resolution 2010-057

From: Nina Faust [mailto:fausbail@horizonsatellite.com]
sent: Friday, June 18, 2010 9:31 PM
To: Gary Superman; Hal Smalley; Charlie Pierce; Bill Smith; Gary Knopp; Pete Sprague; Paul Fischer; IVlako Haggerty;
suemccl@gmail.com
Cc: carey, Dave; Blankenship, Johni; Saner, Shellie
Subject: Resolution 2010-057

P.O. Box 2994
Homer, AK 99603
RE: Resolution 2010-057
Dear Assembly Members:
I support Resolution 2010-057 opposing the Grant Lake/Falls Creek hydroelectric project in the Moose
Pass area. Given that this proposed project would cost over $30 million and only provide about 2 MW of
power, the economics do not make sense nor does putting this amount of development in the watershed
of the Kenai River, a world class fishery. The resolution makes a good case for not going forward with this
project and I support this resolution. Renewable energy is an important goal, but we cannot do just any
project if the environmental consequences or trade offs are too high. This is a case where the project
costs, both economic and environmental are too high to justify it.
Thanks for supporting Resolution 2010-057.
Sincerely,

Nina Faust
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Subject:

FW: Hydropower opposition

From: Justine Pechuzal [mailto:jpechuzal@yahoo.com]

Sent: Friday, June 18, 2010 5:46 PM
To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsmith@xyz.net; gsuperman@gci.net; suemccl@gmail.com; mako@xyz.net
Subject: Hydropower opposition
Dear KPB Assembly Members,

I strongly support the resolution AGAINST the hydropower projects for Grant and Fall creeks. I am a resident
of Seward, and value our irreplaceable natural resources. Protect the fish!
Thank you,
Justine Pechuzal
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Subject:

FW: Please vote YES

From: Valerie Connor [mailto:valerie@akcenter.org]
sent: Friday, June 18, 20105:22 PM
To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsmith@xyz.net; gsuperman@gci.net; suemcd@gmail.com; mako@xyz.net
Cc: Carey, Dave
Subject: Please vote YES
Re: Resolution 2010-057
Dear Mayor Carey and KPB Assembly members,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Resolution 2010-057, introduced by Mayor Dave Carey and
Assembly member Sue McClure. This resolution states that the Kenai Peninsula Borough opposes the Grant
Lake/Falls Creek hydroelectric project in the Moose Pass area.
I am writing on behalf of The Alaska Center for the Environment (ACE). We are a local non-profit
environmental education and advocacy organization, whose mission is to enhance Alaskans' quality of life by
protecting wild places, fostering sustainable communities and promoting recreational opportunities. ACE
advocates for sustainable policy on behalf of over 6,000 Alaskan members, some of whom live in the Kenai
Peninsula Borough.
There has been an increasing amount of skepticism growing over the proposed Grant Lake project, illustrated
most recently by the Kenai River Special Management Area Advisory Board who voted unanimously against
nd
the project. At the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission meeting in Moose Pass on June 2 , about fifty
residents showed up on a rare sunny evening and testified before the Commission and voiced their concerns
about the project. They were overwhelmingly opposed to the project.
The Grant Lake/Falls Creek project is an example of a high-impact, low output energy proposal. The project
involves a 3.5 mile road into a previously undisturbed area aligned on top of portions of the Historic Iditarod
Trail and other hiking trails. A dam would allow for a reservoir of water to be stored, and a fluctuation of 34
feet is proposed for Grant Lake itself. A portion of Grant Creek would be partially dewatered where rainbow
trout and Dolly Varden have been found. Water returning to the creek from the powerhouse will have
changed temperature, the flow regime will be changed and the habitat for fish species downstream will be
altered. Grant Creek supports anadromous fish species including Chinook, sockeye and Coho salmon as well
as resident species including rainbow trout and Dolly Varden.
The generators for this facility will have a maximum capacity for 4.5 MW, though the reality is that most
hydroelectric generators work at about half their capacity. So now we are looking at just over 2 MW! And the
cost? Over 30 million dollars for construction (not to mention the millions spent on studies).
The Kenai Peninsula Borough has supported measures in the past that recognize the value of a healthy Kenai
River watershed, and you as assembly members know better than most how important the river is to our local
economy.
1

The KPB Comprehensive Plan states that "Recreational fishing and the observation of wildlife and natural
scenery are two cornerstones of the area's tourism industry. Visitors come to the Peninsula from allover the
world to fish for salmon in the Kenai River, considered to have the world's best king salmon runs. Tourism and
commercial fishing are two vital components of the Borough's economy that rely on protection of natural
habitat to support fish and wildlife species. Therefore, habitat conservation is important both to economic
development and the quality of life for borough residents."
Proponents ofthe project claim that this project could possibly enhance the fisheries downstream ofthe dam.
Before taking this comment at face value, I would suggest doing a bit of research first to discover the real story
about how fish have fared downstream of dams. Granted, many of the dams now being deconstructed due to
a catastrophic loss of fish habitat are of a much larger scale than the Grant Lake dam, however this would be
just one more insult to the Kenai River.
So, even though we here at the Center are advocates for renewable energy sources, we strongly believe that
this particular project has more costs than benefits.
Alaska Center for the Environment opposes these projects and we support the Mayor's resolution. We don't
want to see the Kenai River headwaters industrialized. We value healthy fisheries and the people, businesses
and communities that depend on them.
We urge you to show your support for the Kenai River watershed by voting YES on Resolution 2010-057.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Valerie Connor
Conservation Director
Alaska Center for the Environment
807 G Street, Su ite 100
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

(907)274-3632
valerie@akcenter.org
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Subject:

FW:

Resolution 2010-057

-----Original Message----
From: kenailake@arctic.net [mailto:kenailake@arctic.net]
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2010 8:58 AM
To: Blankenship, Johni
Cc: Bob Baldwin
Subject: Resolution 2010-057
June 21, 2010
Dear Assembly Members,
Please vote to approve Resolution 2010-057, opposing the Grant Lake and Falls Creek
Hydroelectric Projects. These projects are private business ventures, offering only a minor
return, but potentially huge public impacts.
The Kenai River Watershed Foundation, the Friends of Cooper Landing, and the Quartz Creek
Homeowners' Association strongly support this Resolution. These projects threaten to
industrialize the headwaters of the Kenai River. These are 2 remaining proposals of the
original 5 (Crescent Lake, Grant Lake and Creek, Falls Creek, Ptarmigan Lake and Creek, and
Victor Creek). We believe the 2 projects will become precedents to revisit the originalS,
all clustered within 5 to 10 miles.
Industrialization of the Kenai River Watershed with dams, diversions, roads, intakes,
tunnels, pipelines, powerhouses, and transmission lines will have a large negative impact on
the undeveloped natural setting. Changing natural flows will change the water temperature,
chemistry, and hydrology of the Kenai River. Cumulative impacts risk the biological integrity
of the Kenai River. The Kenai River is an economic engine that supports community life, as we
know it, on the entire Kenai Peninsula.
Local and Regional economies, which are
and sport and commercial fisheries, are
investments, and overall life styles in
reasons, stakeholders in Cooper Landing
for almost 3 years.

totally dependent upon outdoor recreation, tourism,
placed at risk. Our residential and business
the upper river area are placed at risk. For those
and Moose Pass have strongly opposed these proposals

We ask you to help protect our well-being, our futures, and the Kenai River.
Thank you,
Bob Baldwin, President
Kenai River Watershed Foundation
Friends of Cooper Landing
Quartz Creek Homeowners' Association

1

RESURRECTION BAY
CONSERVATION
ALLIANCE

Box 1092
SEWARD, ALASKA 99664

907 224 4621
RBCA-ALASKA.ORG

June 18, 2010
Mayor Dave Carey and Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly members:
On behalf of the 200 members of the Resurrection Bay Conservation Alliance, a
conservation advocacy group based in Seward, we support Borough Resolution 2010
057 "a resolution opposing the Grant Lake/Falls Creek hydroelectric project in the
Moose Pass area". Thank you Mayor Carey and Assembly member McClure for
introducing this resolution.
RBCA is opposed to the proposed dam for these and other reasons: the proposed dam
on Grant Lake will industrialize the headwaters of the world-class Kenai River; create
3.5 miles of new roads (which attract all the bad habits of humans); damage fish habitat;
threaten tourism and salmon dependent business in Moose Pass, Cooper Landing and
other communities along the Kenai River; cost millions in studies, construction and
mitigation; destroy parts of at least three historic sites on the Grant Lake shoreline;
contradict several local, borough, state and federal land management plans; contradict
the management plan for the Iditarod Trail; reduce recreational experiences; diminish
habitat important to terrestrial and avian wildlife and reduce wilderness values.
Despite the locals having to bear these impacts of the dam, no power will be available
to residents of Moose Pass, Cooper Landing or Seward. All this risk and impact for a
meager 4.5 megawatts at maximum generation capacity (more likely half that).
Two recent petition efforts have highlighted Alaskans' support for maintaining wild
Kenai River headwaters. One petition gathered 199 signatures. A second online petition
gathered 116 signatures (as of June 18, 2010). (1 can provide you copies of the petition
language and signatures if you'd like). Plus on June 2 and 3, at FERC-sponsored
(Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) public scoping meetings in Moose Pass, the
overwhelming sentiment from the overfilled room was skepticism and opposition. That
sentiment has been present at several previous meetings that have occurred since the
high-impact low-output dams were proposed in November of 2008.
I urge you to support KPB resolution 2010-057.
Thank you.

Mark Luttrell, President

Michael Cooney - Forestry Consultant
P.O. Box 169
Moose Pass! Alaska 99631

9072885022
mcooney@arctic.net

TO:

All KPB Assembly Members - (Gary Knopp, Hal Smalley, Gary Superman,
Pete Sprague, Charlie Pierce, Sue McClure, Paul Fischer, Bill Smith, Mako
Haggerty)

FROM: Mike Cooney, Moose Pass, Alaska
RE:

KPB Resolution 2010-57 Opposing the Grant Lake/Creek Hydropower
Project
FERC Hydropower Project Dockets: P-13212, P-13211 et.al

DATE: June 21, 2010

Moose Pass Comprehensive Plan
"Preserving a rural lifestyle is important to residents of the Moose Pass area - restrict large
commercial development."
"Issues associated with economic growth generate controversy in the Moose Pass community.
They garnered the largest number of written comments on the 1991 community survey. While
many residents favor tourism and small business, fully two-thirds do not want public funds spent
to promote economic development. Even larger majorities oppose large business and industry
in the area."

KPB Comprehensive Plan
"Therefore, habitat conservation is important both to economic development and the quality of
life for borough residents."
Sterling Community Plan
The Citizens of Sterling LIKE - River system recreation.

American Rivers
"Dams disrupt flows, degrade water quality, block the movement of a river's vital nutrients and
sediment, destroy fish and wildlife habitat, impede migration of fish and other aquatic species,
and eliminate recreational opportunities. Reservoirs slow and broaden rivers, making them
warmer. The environmental, economic, and societal footprint of a dam and reservoir may extend
well beyond the immediate area, impacting drinking water, recreation, fisheries, and wildlife."

KPB Comprehensive Plan
"To strengthen the development of the Borough's key economic sectors - preserve fish habitat."
"Visitors come to the Peninsula from all over the world to fish for salmon in the Kenai River,
considered to have the world's best king salmon runs. Tourism and commercial fishing are two
vital components of the Borough's economy that rely on protection of natural habitat to support
fish and wildlife species. Therefore, habitat conservation is important both to economic
development and the quality of life for borough residents."

KPB Coastal Management Plan
"The Kenai River is the most productive freshwater fishery on the Kenai Peninsula, Kenai Lake
and upper Kenai River are important rearing areas for salmon and other anadromous fish."
KPB Partnership - Kenai Peninsula Fish Habitat Partnership
"The mission of the KPFHP is to protect, maintain, restore and enhance
fish habitat."
Sterling Community Plan
GOAL C: PROMOTE A HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT - Support a healthy environment along the
river system.
Kenai National Wildlife Refuge
"Kenai National Wildlife Refuge was established to conserve moose, bears, mountain goats,
Dall sheep, wolves and other furbearers, salmon and other fish, waterfowl and other migratory
and non-migratory birds; to fulfill international treaty obligations of the United States with respect
to fish and wildlife and their habitats; to ensure water quality and necessary water quantity
within the Refuge; to provide, in a manner consistent with the first two purposes, opportunities
for scientific research, interpretation, environmental education, and land management training;

and to provide, in a manner compatible with all the aforementioned purposes, opportunities for
fish and wildlife-oriented recreation."

Chugach National Forest Plan
"Management of fish and wildlife habitats will emphasize the maintenance of genetic diversity of
fish and wildlife, the enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat important to sport, commercial, or
subsistence fisheries, watchable wildlife, hunting, and subsistence opportunities that may exist."
Kenai River Comprehensive Management Plan
"The Kenai River supports Alaska's largest freshwater sport fishery. The Chinook salmon fishery
is world renowned because of the size of the fish harvested and is the largest fresh water sport
fishery for this species in Alaska."
"Additional impoundment structures are not considered appropriate because of their
fundamental, usually irreversible affect upon the river's hydrology. The construction of new
dams or diversions on the Kenai River or its fish bearing tributaries, which block fish
movements, or reduce essential stream flows for spawning, rearing, or migration, will be
prohibited."

Kenai Area Plan
"The construction of new dams or diversions on the Kenai River or its fish-bearing tributaries
that impede fish movements or reduce essential stream flows for spawning, rearing or migration
will be prohibited."
Kenai River Center
"Four agencies are working cooperatively to protect the rivers of the Kenai Peninsula, its
watersheds, and its fish and wildlife resources. Agencies at the River Center include Alaska
State Parks, the Kenai Peninsula Borough Habitat Protection Administrators, Floodplain
Administrator and Coastal Zone Manager, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of
Habitat, and the US Environmental Protection Agency."

Moose Pass Comprehensive Plan
"Moose Pass will promote tourism by preserving the local scenic quality."
Kenai River Sportfishing Association
"Recreational fishing in the Upper Cook Inlet region, including the Kenai River, generates 3, 400
average annual jobs that produce approximately $104 million dollars in income (2006 dollars)."
Kenai Peninsula Tourism Marketing Council
"The Kenai is world renowned for its wide-ranging fishing opportunities. The largest King
Salmon of all, weighing close to 100 pounds, are sought on the famed lower Kenai River."
US Fish and Wildlife Service
"The Kenai River supports a king salmon recreational fishery of worldwide fame. The river is
reputed to support the largest king salmon in the world."
City of Soldotna
"Home of the WORLD RECORD King Salmon - 97 Pounds, 4 ounces!"

Soldotna Chamber of Commerce
"Soldotna was voted the #1 Fishing Hotspot in North America by Field & Stream Magazine in
2004. The world famous Kenai River runs through the center of town, leading to its nickname,
"A River City." The Kenai River is an important landmark and economic mainstay for the City."
Kenai Convention and Visitors Bureau
"Enjoy world class fishing! Anglers enjoy unsurpassed sport fishing opportunities. With most
parks within walking distance of world class fishing and outdoor activities, it's not a wonder that
RVer's give their tires a break in Kenai!"
Kenai Chamber of Commerce
"Enjoy some of the best fishing around on the world famous Kenai River."
City of Kenai
"The Kenai River is known for its world-class King Salmon fishing."

Mike Cooney
P.O. Box 169
Moose Pass, Alaska 99631
9072885022
mcooney@arctic.net
CC:
Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary, FERC
David Carey, KPB Mayor, Voting Member KRSMA Advisory Board
Johni Blankenship, KPB Assembly Clerk
Debbie Debnam, President, HEA Board of Directors
Mike O'Meara, HEA Members Forum
Doug Palmer, US Fish and Wildlife Service
Lynnda Kahn, US Fish and Wildlife Service
Barbara Stanley, Regional Hydropower Coordinator, US Forest Service
Travis Moseley, Seward District Ranger, US Forest Service
Robert Ruffner, Executive Director, Kenai Watershed Forum
Jason Mouw, ADF&G, Fisheries Biologist - Acting Project Coordinator
Susan Walker, Alaska Hydropower Coordinator, NOAA/National Marine Fisheries
Service
Katie McCafferty, US Army Corp of Engineers
Cassie Thomas, National Park Service
Jack Sinclair, Alaska State Parks
Pamela Russell, Alaska State Parks
John Mohorcich, Director, Kenai River Center
Tim Bristol, Alaska Director, Trout Unlimited
Ricky Gease, Executive Director, Kenai River Sportfishing Association
Mudflats Blog
Anchorage Daily News
Redoubt Reporter
Homer Tribune
Seward Phoenix Log
Turnagain Times

Subject:

FW: kenai hydro electric

From: Faryniarz, Kathy [mailto:Katherine.Faryniarz@providence.org]

Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 7:40 AM
To: Blankenship, Johni; 'pa12gary@hotmail.com'; 'psprague@acsalaska.net'; 'akjfischer@hotmail.com';
'hvsmalley@yahoo.com'; 'cpierce@gci.net'; 'bsmith@xyz.net'; 'gsuperman@gci.net'; 'suemccl@gmail.com';
'mako@xyz.net'
Subject: kenai hydro electric
As a part time resident of Cooper landing who care deeply about the Keani watershed We are absolutely opposed to
homer electric hydropower proposal Kathy Faryniarz/mark Selland

SUbject:

FW: Request for KBP Assembly Support for KPB Resolution 2010-57

From: Ricky Gease [mailto:Ricky@kenairiversportfishing.com]

Sent: Monday, June 21, 2010 6:05 PM
To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gci.net; bsmith@xyz.net; gsuperman@gci.net; suemccl@gmail.com; mako@xyz.net
Cc: carey, Dave; Micciche, Peter A; kenaimayor10@msn.com; Michael O'Meara; Douglas_Palmer@fws.gov;
Lynnda_Kahn@fws.gov; Barbara Stanley; tmoseley@fsJed.us; Robert Ruffner; Mouw, Jason E B (DFG);
susan.walker@noaa.gov; Cassie_Thomas@nps.gov; jack.sinclair@alaska.gov; pamela.russell@alaska.gov; Mohorcich,
John; tbristol@tu.org; Katherine.A. Mccafferty@usace.mil; redoubtreporter@alaska.net; critchie@alaskanewspapers.com;
ebluemink@adn.com; jpascall@homertribune.com; info@turnagaintimes.com; mcampbell@adn.com;
stan.pitlo@peninsulaclarion.com; craig@alaskadispatch.com; akmuckraker@yahoo.com; joe@kenaiguide.com; Mike
Cooney; debbie@debnam.com; ronaklo@alaska.net
Subject: Request for KBP Assembly Support for KPB Resolution 2010-57

KENAI

lVIonday, June 21, 2010
Dear KPB Assembly lVIembers:
Kenai River Sportfishing Association (KRSA) is a 501 c 3 non-profit fishery conservation organization dedicated to the
sustainability of the Kenai River as one of the world's greatest sport fishing rivers. Our program areas include habitat,
fisheries management, research and education.
KRSA would like to go on record in support of KPB Resolution 2010-57, and ask that Borough Assembly members vote in
favor of the resolution against the Homer Electric Association's (HEA) Kenai Hydro project for Grant Lake / Grant Creek.
While HEA / Kenai Hydro is to be commended for exploring alternative sources of energy production on the Kenai
Peninsula, KRSA does not support the proposed Grant Lake / Grant Creek hydro project for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the environmental impacts to the Kenai River watershed, specifically Grant Lake / Grant Creek as an important
lake / tributary system in the Kenai headwaters,
the contradiction of such impoundment structures in the Kenai River SpeciallVlanagement Area Comprehensive
lVIanagement Plan,
the meager electrical generation capacity that requires a very substantial financial investment for the project
versus any future reduction in electrical costs, and
the general lack of community support for the project overall.

In regards to the environmental impacts, the proposed traditional hydro project with an impoundment system on Grant
Lake / Grant Creek would have the following well known negative impacts to this anadromous fish spawning and rearing
system:
1.

interrupt important sediment flows that refresh critical gravel loads for salmon spawning,

2.
3.
4.

change thermal conditions ofthe system, which impacts the aquatic ecosystem and spawning and rearing
conditions, and
change the water flow regime critical for fish habitat, which if reduced in summer catch shrinks available
spawning area and lateral refugia for adult and juvenile fish,
unknown impacts to spawning of fresh water resident species, such as rainbow trout and Dolly Varden, which
are as yet outside the scope of the current fisheries assessment studies.

Additionally, there would be substantial environmental impacts to Grant Lake, with a 35 foot drawdown area that would
affect both the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems of the lake. Also negatively impacted would be the recreational
opportunities afforded by this region, as recently expressed by local residents who attended a FERC meeting in Moose
Pass.
The Assembly should note the important, salient fact that that ClRI, an original 50% investor in Kenai Hydro, pulled out
of the joint venture with HEA to develop the proposed hydro projects on the Kenai Peninsula after CIRl's internal review
of the project found it to be not worthy of further consideration due to limited fiscal return and lack of community
support.
Thus for the basic reason that it poses a tremendous burden and risk to essential fish habitat in the headwaters of the
most famous sport fishing river in the world - the Kenai River - and for the many other negative impacts to the quality of
life that are delineated quite eloquently by others, KRSA is against the HEA / Kenai Hydro project on Grant Lake / Grant
Creek.
We respectfully encourage the Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly to pass KPB Resolution 2010-57.
Sincerely,

Ricky Gease, Executive Director
Kenai River Sportfishing Association
224 Kenai Avenue, Suite 102
Soldotna, AK 99669
907-262-8588

Subject:

FW: Grant Falls Hydro project

From: Jan Odhner [mailto:jjodhner@arctic.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 9:37 AM

To: Blankenship, Johni; pa12gary@hotmail.com; psprague@acsalaska.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; cpierce@gcLnet; bsmith@xyz.net; gsuperman@gcLnet; suemcc/@gmail.com; mako@xyz.net

Subject: Grant Falls Hydro project
I would like to voice my opposition to the Grant Lake hydro project.The benifits are small in coparison to the impact to the
watershed.1 believe we are on the edge of much better ways in renewable energy sources. Please do what you can to stop
the project from moving forward.
Thank You Sincerly, Jan Odhner Moose Pass ,AK

05/19/2003

22:32

9072883557

JEFF HETRICK

PAGE

,I

K~ Borough Assembly
144 orth Binkley
Sold tna, Alaska 9669
i

June ¥1, 2010
I

Dear !Mr. Mayor and Assembly Members,
I am~ting in opposition to Resolution 2010-057 as proposed. Many of the tenets of the
resol tion are opinion rather than fact and display a bias based on emotion rather than a
reaso hIe analysis. I h.ave lived in Moose Pass for 22 years and have been involved with
fishe .es and natural resources for 30 years.
I
I

Spec~fica11y:

-I hate confidence that the NEPA and FERC processes will not allow a project to move
forw$rd without proper study plans. The public, non-governmental organizations and
state ~d fedeJ.'al resource managers have been invited to participate in this process since
its in~eption. In the meetings and subsequent communications about those the plans there
has bleen more than adequate opportunities for input. In fact, that opportunity still exists
for diose who'd like to cooperate with the process.

-Ass~ HEA will not conduct adequate studies or that an EIS or EA will be
abbreviated has no factual basis. Opposing a project based on a perceived action or
inact,on is irrational. It is simply not possible.
MThelproject as proposed does not violate the spirit of section 4.5.5.4 of the Kenai River
Comr.rehensive Plan. Again, a reasonable person would view the management of water
flow:into a system as a positive rather than nega.tive attribute and would welcome an
oppc:ttunity to improve fish habitat and stabilize populations.

Filla ly, I take offense to the statement that "residents of the Moose Pass Area have no
local government other than the Kenai Borough to represent its best interest". Moose
Pass ,has the Sportsman's Club and the Moose Pass Advisory Planning Committee which
havel a proven record of ftmctioning quite well to make a vibrant and well knit
con:.tb1unity. Citing 199 petition signatures oflocal residents opposing the project is
misl¢a,ding and inaccurate. The resolution implies local as being Moose Pass but include
a m~ch wider geographical area in the petitions signatures.
Turge the Assembly not to prematurely insert itself into this process and to alternatively
do elected and represent the concerns, support and objections of aJl local residents.

as

Jeff etrick
Box I?
Modse Pass, Alaska 99631
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Subject:

FW: Support RESOLUTION 2010-057

From: Claire Shipton [mailto:c1aireshipton@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 12:08 PM
To: Carey, Dave; Bannock, Duane; Wilcox, Susan; Ahlberg, Brenda; suemccl@gmail.com; pa12gary@hotmail.com;
hvsmalley@yahoo.com; gsuperman@gci.net; psprague@acsalaska.net; cpierce@gci.net; akjfischer@hotmail.com;
bsmith@xyz.net; mako@xyz.net; Blankenship, Johni; c1aireshipton@gmail.com
Subject: Support RESOLUTION 2010-057
Kenai Peninsula Borough
1441\1. Binkley
Soldotna, AK 99669

To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing in opposition to the Grant Lake Hydroelectric Project in the Moose Pass area. There are many
reasons that I oppose this project. I am not impressed by the small amount of research that Kenai Hydro LLC
has done in the area over the last year. Most of their calculations and decisions seem to be based on research
that was conducted in the 1980's. I do not believe that the fate of the Kenai Watershed should be left up to
possibly outdated research. Also, there has been much debate and conflicting information about the placement
of the road being built to the dam. It seems that it will indefinitely conflict with the Historic Iditarod Trail that
has been being constructed on that mountainside for some time. I have actually taken part in it's construction
and would hate to see the work I and many others have done being used for the construction of a road. As a
resident of Moose Pass, I use the Grant Lake area during every season of the year for recreating. I have seen
much wildlife back in that valley; moose, wolf, and wolverine to name a few. I have also run into several
trappers in the winter months. If the dam is built and the lake levels fluctuate, I do not believe I will trust the
strength of that lake ice any longer to allow winter traveling. I have hiked, skied, snowshoed, paddled, and
snow machined to and around Grant Lake. I know others that ice skate on it; something I would like to try next
winter. As this proj ect picks up more momentum, I worry about who will be funding it. With FERC now
involved, it is becoming more evident that the taxpayers will have to pay. I do realize that changes have to start
somewhere. But this project is being proposed with no benefits for the community that will be carrying the
burden. There will not even be power for us, let alone jobs created. The really ironic part of this whole project
is the neighborhood that will be disturbed to create this project. As a resident and owner on Lower Trail Lake
Road, or Mine Road, I am one of only two houses on the road that have power. Thank you for your
consideration.
Claire Shipton
31150 Argo Place
Moose Pass, AK 99631
(P.O. Box 44)
907-288-4111
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